2020-2021 DFR Incentives

Quarter 1: Starting Strong, Kick Off the Next 50 Years!
• The DFR has completed Learning Management System (LMS) DFR Training.
• The DFR has made a personal donation to the Optimist International Foundation.
• 50% of Clubs in the District have assigned a CFR.

Requirements must be met by December 31, 2020.
Recognition for achieving the above requirements will be a set of 2020-2021 OIF notecards and pen.

Quarter 2: Setting the Pace, Going In the Right Direction!
• 50% of Clubs in the District have assigned a CFR who has completed the LMS CFR Training.
• The DFR has sent a communication to the District CFRs through a newsletter, email, or letter (OIF must be copied on the correspondence to validate). The correspondence should include: encouraging the CFRs to lead by example and contribute to the OIF, Matching Grant and Health and Wellness Grant information, and the special 50th Dime-A-Day information for the CFRs to share with their Club.
• The District has achieved 50% of their OIF Goal for the 2020-2021 year.

Requirements must be met by March 31, 2021.
Recognition for achieving the above requirements will be a journal with the 50th logo.

Quarter 3: Trendsetting, District is on the Right Track for the Next 50 Years!
• 50% of the District’s CFRs have made a minimal personal contribution of $25 to the Optimist International Foundation.
• Minimally one Club Grant (Matching or Health and Wellness) has been received by OIF.
• The DFR has sent a communication to the CFRs through a newsletter, email, or letter (OIF must be copied on this correspondence to validate). The correspondence should include: information that their Club will need to make a minimal $100 contribution to achieve Honor or Distinguished Club status, the Club $365/$500 patch information shared and encouraged, and Pass Through and Club Campaign information shared.

Requirements must be met by June 30, 2021.
Recognition for achieving the above requirement will be a metal insulated water bottle with the 50th logo.

Quarter 4: Staying the Course, District is Ready for the Next 50 Years!
• The District has attained a minimum of $10 per member.
• The District has met or exceeded the number of Dime-A-Day or Presidents Club members from the previous year.
• The DFR has shared information with Clubs on appointing a CFR for next Optimist year and the CFR LMS training – District newsletter, incoming officer training, email to incoming officers, etc. (Copy to OIF.)

Requirements must be met by September 30, 2021.
Recognition for achieving the above requirements will be a backpack with the 50th logo.